
Brief Description Highlighting The Safety Learning Goals
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Meyvn is the pioneer of soft skill safety. Meyvn built the first virtual learning platform consisting of

behavior based safety modules. Instead of solely learning about safety procedures, hard hat workers must learn 

the core safety behaviors that ensure a healthy workplace. By providing unique safety insights and ensuring 

learning application back at work, Meyvn's safety training is not like anything you've ever seen.

Soft Skill Safety Training Includes…

With death by PowerPoint and videos from the 90's being the safety training norm, it isn't any wonder why 

2.9 million people got hurt at work in America last year. With most safety training focusing on hazard 

awareness and NOT behavioral competency, training misses the mark in developing the soft skills required 

to practice safety proficienctly. Soft skill safety training is imperative to workplace safety.

GENERATOR OF 21ST

CENTURY SAFETY PROS

The Challenge

The Solution

Overview of the Safety Modules

• 20 Self-Directed Soft Skill Safety Modules
• Seamless, Mobile-Friendly Learning
• Captivating Safety Content
• 15-Minute Learning Segments

• Steps For Quick Transfers of Knowledge and Skills
• Thought Provoking and Experiential Questions
• Real World Application Assignments

• Ongoing Coaching & Support

• Safety Legacy – Knowing That Everything You
• Positive Safety  – Changing The Way Safety Is Talked About At Work

 Do Matters

• Sugar & Safety – Mitigating Sugar Intake To Prevent Poor Performance
• Social Influence – How Peer Pressure Affects Your Safety
• Safety Intuition – Tapping Into And Trusting Your Gut
• Optimism Bias – How False Hope Increases Your Risk Tolerance
• Preparing For New Tasks – Setting Up Each Job For Success
• Safety Sentinels – Executing As A Safety Team
• Preventative Safety – Conducting All Necessary Pre-Work
• Fit For Duty Modules – 3 Separate Modules Focusing On Physical, Mental & Emotional
• Asking For Help – How To Get Help When Feeling Unsafe
• Sleep Deprivation – How Sleep Radically Affects Your Safety
• Toolbox Meetings Done Right – Facilitating Engaging Safety Meetings
• Getting On The Same Page – 2-Way Communication To Ensure Understanding
• Brother's Keeper – Looking Out For Others In The Workplace
• Reactive Decisions – Understanding How Our Brains Make Decisions

• Speed & Safety – Maintaining Control of Self & Equipment At Work
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TRAINING METHODOLOGY:

4C’S
THE

CLEAR
CUT

#1

CONNECT
#3

CAPTIVATE
#2

CREATE
#4

There is no shortage of bad online safety training, the problem with online safety training 

is not with quantity, but with quality. Most online safety training lacks when it comes to 

learning retention and learning application. Online learning that does not captivate the 

learner or lead to retention is an utter waste of time. How much time, energy and money 

has been spent on bad safety training? For this purpose, we have designed our safety

learning technology for how busy 

professionals like to learn: quickly, easily and 

virtually. In essence, our platform is an 

offshoot of micro-learning theory. It does not 

take long for us to experience something, 

process it and decide if we want to do it or 

not. We can learn about things very quickly.

It only takes one small bite into a habanero 

pepper to know another bite is a bad idea. 

When the experience is profound enough it 

will stick and often cause us to adopt a habit. 

This is the idea behind our technology. 

Our learning principles are CLEAR CUT, 

CAPTIVATING and allow for 

CONNECTING and CREATING.  

Principle #1
   CLEAR CUT

Improving safety is not clear-cut. Safety consists of hazard recognition, hazard mitigation, 

regulatory compliance, awareness, preventative actions and many more topics. 

All of the 21st century safety modules are designed with specificity in mind. The training is 

laser focused on the exact learning that is most critical to safety success in the workplace. 

Within just a few minutes learners are able to grasp the delivered message without confusion, 

allowing for micro sized knowledge gains that have a behavioral impact. 
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Principle #2

Principle #3         

    CAPTIVATE
Engaged learning is effortless. There is a reason why some videos on YouTube have views in the millions, 

why Martin Luther King Junior’s speeches get taught in school and why people like Tony Robbins can 

change lives within a  simple seminar. They engage learners in ways that open their mind and allow 

them to  contemplate the way they think about things. 

Powerful content can get the learning across in minutes, not hours. When building modules we take 

the time to prepare content that captivates the learner. Let's be honest, most safety modules are 

technical and boring. They are dry and tend to put learners to sleep. Meyvn's safety modules bring 

the learner in and focuses their attention genuinely. At no point in time is the learner checking their 

watch to see how much longer the module is going to last, because the modules last 15-minutes and 

are captivating the entire time. Meyvn specializes in building captivating online safety content.

    CONNECT
This is the step in the process that is always missed. After the learner has gone through a safety learning 

experience, time is then needed to digest it. It is not good enough to just sit back,  unbutton the belt and 

rest like after a big meal. 

The learner needs to be proactive and make sense of things. The key is building personal connections to 

the learning. Throughout the safety modules the learner is guided through thought provoking questions 

that connect the learner with his or her life experiences. This connection is what leads to retention. 

For example, if the learning is about fit for duty and how important it is to come to work physically, mentally 

and emotionally fit, one lesson from the module might be about how important sleep is for physical fitness. 

The connecting questions will ask the learner about times they felt sluggish at work after a night with no 

sleep. The learner will connect this this experience and make sense of it based on previous life happenings. 

Instead of answering yes / no or multiple choice questions, where the learner just regurgitates what was said 

in the module, connecting questions get the learner to actually think about what they learned and make 

sense of it in a profound way. 
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Principle #4
    CREATE(APPLY)

Practice makes perfect...10,000 hour rule... try and you shall succeed... we have heard time 

and time again the importance of application. The best way to truly learn something is to do 

it. Retention studies show that lectures and video demonstrations generate 5%-10% retention, 

when you practice by doing you generate between 75%- 95%. 

We remember things we experience, plain and simple. After the learning segment has  

occurred committing to putting something into action is the last step. A homework  

assignment is incorporated into each module. This assignment allows for application on  

the job. This application is such an important part of the process and happens immediately 

following the completion of the module. Each assignment provides a deliverable, but allows 

the learner autonomy to execute as they please. The learner then comes back to the learning 

technology and documents the experience. What worked well, what did they learn, what 

would they have done different, etc. 

In conjunction with the self directed application of learning, learners are paired with a coach that 

help with their journey. The technology provides a platform for the coach and learner to make 

sense of the experiences that are being generated. This coaching platform can be  

executed using internal or external coaches. Having someone present to encourage, 

provide reinforcement and be a sounding board helps tremendously 

when working through behavioral change. 



For more information about Meyvn Global

Website: www.MeyvnGlobal.com or contact us at: 

Steven.Cohen@MeyvnGlobal.com or  800.757.6692

Are you feeling it? 
       Contact us TODAY!




